[The effect of media tonicity on Escherichia coli resistance to heating with different gradient].
The influence of NaCl water solutions and glycerine hypertonic concentration on the survival of bacteria Escherichia coli B/r heated with different values of heat drop was investigated. It was shown that the transfer of cell suspensions from isotonic conditions to media with raised osmotic pressure, preliminarily heated up to 60 degrees C, and the following heating at this temperature inhibited differences in cell sensitivity to heating at different heat drop. Unlike, it was found that the transfer of cell suspensions from isotonic conditions to hypertonic media before and after heating at 60 degrees C increased differences in resistance of these microorganisms to heating at different heat drop. It is proposed that different resistance of bacteria to damaging action of hyperthermia at different heat drop, and a modified influence of hypertonic solutions on these differences may be due to heat induced destabilization of cell osmotic homeostasis. The extent of expression of this destabilization may be determined by a quantitative ratio of osmotic pressure values in the cell-suspension medium system in particular temperature and tonic environmental conditions.